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THOR HAN
Fear manipulation / The Dries / Hitler's death / violet flame & St Germain / Native American
tribes contacts with Ets / The Quran & Muhammad / Angels, Ets, Kryon / Coron / Afterlife /

Portal persons / scattering or fractalizing a soul / Invisibility.

Message
Thor Han: I want to insist on the fact that you must not give up to fear. Some scary times are
ahead, which will not last very long, but do not give out to fear. Do not allow fear to come into
you, do not fear anyone, be aware of your own power, your power of action and decision for
yourself, for your life, for the life of your families. However they try to impress you by fear, by
threats, do not listen, keep on going with your life and do what you have to do, you who work to
anchoring the light,  do this,  only this, keep fear at bay  outside your homes. They will  try to
impress  you,  make  you  believe  that  you  are  obliged  to  obey,  you  are  not,  you  are  free
individuals, you are one species, and you will not fight against each other. When you want to
protest, protest in peace. When you want to go outside, enjoy being together. It is not a time for
violence, it is a time for peace. It is not a time for fear, it is a time for trust. You will win this, we
have assured the background to make your actions stable and efficient. 

I know you  are  many to  listen to me tonight,  so  I want  to  insist  on  this  message:  fear  is
manipulation  and illusion,  do not  listen.  Fear is their  weapon.  You are more powerful,  your
shields are made of light, fear cannot go through, this is what  I want to say because  I know
what's coming. Do not be scared, all will be fine. There is an increase in the chaos, there is a
change of system, I already told you and I insist that this coming two months will be very difficult
because they will try to turn your heads, to make you believe that you must obey, but you are
not  obliged to obey.  You obey to only one thing:  the rule of  life,  the rule of  the evolution,
evolution is all, it is the greater law above all other laws. Political chaos, fights, false revelations,
made to manipulate people, listen to your heart, listen to what you know is right, everything that
incite you to violence is not right. What is right is what unites all humans together. 

I will not tell you who is going to fight against whom, but I think you guess, the continent of North
America  will  decide  for  the  rest  of  the  planet,  there  are  ties  in  other  countries,  but all  is
centralized under the ground and in the sacred chambers of the continent I just named. We are
helping you, you are not alone, you will not see us in the fight because we work in your back,
holding you, pushing you with love and trust. We hope more than you do because we know
what is ahead, we know that after the chaos the light from your star will  seem at your eyes
brighter,  because at  the end of  the fight,  at  the end of  the storm, peace is  here.  You are
awakening at an exponential rate and this cannot be stopped, awareness is your shield, the last
attempts of  your  enemies, and then it  is  gone. Do not be afraid,  you are meant to have a
wonderful future. It is not because I speak about fear that you must fear, I hope you understand
what I say. Many of you on Terra are conditioned to tremble when you hear this word fear, this
shouldn't, you should laugh and feel above it.



Q: You told me that the Aghraban Dries are planning to reveal themselves in 2022
Thor Han: It is a fight we have with them. Dries, like a few people in our Federation, are a
problem because we welcomed them as a level two civilization, for their protection. Once they
entered the Federation they revealed themselves as only interested by the trade agreements.
They  revealed  themselves  as  an  aggressive  people,  suddenly  wanting  to  infect  the  very
structure of  the Federation.  We didn't  let  them, but before expelling  them we reviewed our
judgment,  and we  preferred  to  keep  them,  trying  to  change  them.  If  they  are  out  of  the
Federation,  they are uncontrollable.  Because they are members we can control  them. They
have recurrent fights with their neighbors the Aramani, and we have to deal with this. The Dries
want to take over Terra soon, but they are not very intelligent, they are rather instinctive. They
think because the Ciakahrr Empire is retiring from Terra, so they can take the place. They are
delusional. Do not be scared of the Dries, they will not take over your planet. We control them.
They are of the fourth density. They still believe they can invade your planet, the problem is, if
we leave them now, if we let them go out of the Federation, we have no more control over them,
and we are obliged to fight them, we try to avoid war.

Q: If they abduct humans for reproduction and turn them into slaves, how are they able
to be part of The Galactic Federation of Worlds?
Thor Han: They do this illegally, they do not do this openly as the Kiily-Tokurt for instance which
are not  any more part  of  the Federation,  Dries do that in secret, and we try to catch them
because they break the rules of the Federation, this is not tolerated but every time they do that,
they do it in a certain way that we cannot prove they are doing it, but we know, the Armani, their
neighbors are very subject to abduction because they are humanoids. The Dries are one of the
problems we are about to solve, so I wouldn't worry about them.

Q: Did Hitler kill himself or did he flee to Argentina at the end of World War Two?
Thor  Han: Oh,  this  Terran not  many years  ago died in  Argentina  country,  so he didn't  kill
himself, this is legend, he wanted to flee to Antarctica but The Thula society didn't want him to
follow because they didn't want his crazy mind to infect them again, they wanted to get rid of
him, so he went to the country Argentina. 

Q: What exactly is the Violet Flame of the Ascended Master Saint Germain?
Thor Han: I can tell you about the Violet Flame and what it is about. This master I never heard
about. The Violet Flame is the color of the energy when you connect from your last door, what is
for you the seventh chakra of your energy field: “Crown”. When you connect to a higher self and
higher density of existence, the color of this energy is very bright and purple. This vibration of
energy which is  created by the connection,  takes sometimes an Ovoid  shape, Lozenge, or
informal flame. This transcends and transmutes the etheric field, etheric matter, etheric energy.
This transmutes whatever encounters this flame as you call it. This energy puts you in contact
with higher realms of consciousness, through it, you can elevate, this is a very beautiful thing to
see, the color is a purple melted with dark blue and a bit of gold and white, but the main color is
purple. We have a sort of similar thing, but this is always open for us, we do not create it by
activating it, it is always activated, and it will be for you, when you will all be where you need to
be in the fifth density, physically. 



We are connected all the time and we only adjust and attune our connection. Whatever we do
we just pay attention that sometimes this connection is closed, sometimes it is slightly open, and
sometimes it is full beam. It depends on what we are doing, but you spoke about a person and I
don't know this person, Saint is a Christian religious person isn't he?

Q: I don't think he's related to the Christian religion, People say he's an ascended master
Saint Germain.
Thor Han: I do not know about this Terran man.

Q: Who are the the ET's that contacted the Native Americans called the Anasazi a very
long time ago?
Thor Han: I heard this name, yes, they are reported in the list of people of this area in this place
on this planet which were contacted people, in this list is all the people which were contacted by
our Federation through your recent history.  I would need to search who were the races who
made contact with them.

Q: When contact is made, it goes through the GFW for approval?
Thor Han: Yes, if it is not approved, it means is would be a harmful contact. Normally we do not
approve direct contact, but sometimes it is necessary to elevate the consciousness of a tribe or
a group of Terrans and this is done very diplomatically, very specifically, we have our ways, not
to be seen but to be understood. So yes, this list is about the good contacts we've made with
these people, from different tribes all over the planet, and it can be many different species, only
the species who have a representative in the Great  Council are allowed to make contact with
level one civilization,  level one civilization this is where you are before interplanetary travel.
Interstellar travel, when you are able to leave your star system is level three.

Q: What do you know about the Quran and the prophet Muhammad?
Thor Han: Oh this is about one of your  religions.  Muslim religion was a very peaceful and
balanced philosophy which was, as the Christian religion, turned away from its original purpose
and politicized. This man called Mohammed wanted a balanced country, in this time the world in
this place was chaotic, had no rules and no laws, it was ruthless, it was very difficult to live in
these times, although there were a lot of good thinkers and philosophers, but the social laws
were not very good. This man established a higher level of civilization and culture, he was a
leader and because he was very intelligent, he was taken for Saint or as you call: Prophet. This
religion wasn't a religion, it was a  Codex of laws and of behavior. It was teaching peace and
love and unity, same as Issa that you call Jesus, just tried to give, to help people. Codes giving
higher understanding. And because Terrans in these times were not able to understand fully the
meaning of higher concepts, they were taught with parables, legends, folk tales that they could
understand, like imaginary tales. It could make its way to their subconscious and they would
learn from it, but unfortunately they didn't learn quick enough. The people in power in this part of
the world took over this  Codex, at the start aimed to help people to open consciousness and
become better humans, learn about respect, about behavior. But it turned out not very well, this
man Mohammed was a good leader, he tried to teach good behavior to his people, what has
been done and written afterwards has escaped from his original message. 



Unfortunately Terrans are such that power seduces them, this is the big fight against ego, ego is
the enemy of the evolution of your consciousness, but you're fighting well, you are learning.

Q: So did the Quran get changed like the bible did?
Thor Han: Yes, there was a core of writings which was taken off  partially and modified by
people to their liking. I know no more about this, but this is a very interesting story.

Q: Do you all follow a religion?
Thor Han: No we have passed this stage. When you leave your world, you discover that the
universe is vast and multiple and that there are no gods above your head, because you are
travelling in all directions, there is no above there is no below, and all the realms and densities
are interconnected one into the other, there is no low, there is no high, there is only difference of
frequencies.  When we leave our  world  and we start  to  travel,  not  only  in  space but  inter-
dimensionally and inter-consciously, we realize that there is something that flows and animate
everything with consciousness and life. It is everywhere, it is the air you breathe when you are
on a world, it is the beauty you see when the stars are billions in oceans of colors, it is the joy
you feel in your heart to find your family again, that you have left for a very long time, it is the
beauty in the eyes of a child, it is the harmony of colors in a Nebula, it is the symphony of sound
that comes from the center of every galaxy, a music that you can hear only when you are in
space.  Everything that gives you an emotion comes from somewhere and everywhere at the
same time, this is Source. 

Source is the start and the end of everything because it  has no beginning and no end, it is
spherical  and  infinite  in  the  same  time.  Source  is  not  a  singularity,  it's  an  omnipresence
inhabiting everything, rocks, flesh, everything. We do not have a religion,  we do not have a
dogma, we believe with our heart what we see and what we experience. When we attune to
who we are, we attune to source and its flow. If we should worship something it would be life,
consciousness. Consciousness is life. There are different levels of consciousness, a rock even
is conscious and there isn't a part in this multiverse that is not animated by source, even the
ones who do harm to each other like the Ciakahrrs for instance, they are part of it. That they
connect with it is another story, but they are made of it, even if they ignore it. Consciousness
doesn't need a physical shape to incarnate, consciousness is free, consciousness incarnates
into  an  avatar  when  it  needs  to  do  a  certain  job  or  experience,  such  as  learning,  or  to
experience interaction, but consciousness is not dependent from an envelope. 

I want to add something: we talked about Angels last time, I was a bit sad I didn't have the time
to talk more about them. I told you that we believe that you put in the word Angel many things, it
is like a cup and there is a name painted on it: “Angel”, and in this cup. In this cup you put every
phenomenon that you do not understand. But you need to sort out what is in this cup; there is us
in this cup, we are not Angels, and there are also higher spirits of your planet, in this cup. Higher
spirits work for the greater good of your planet.  I'm thinking about  Kryon, he is wonderful and
magnificent, but he's not an Angel, he's a higher being, he's a Guardian, he's a Spirit Guardian
maintaining the balance of the Etheric Grid of your planet, he is not on his own, there are other
ones. He looks like an Angel, but he is not one, his density level is 12 next to the source.



Q: Who is Coron?
Thor Han: Our friend, he is from Dakoorat and he is a Pleiadian like us. His race migrated from
Ahel, from the Lyran colonies, and became very high, in their density. Coron can reach up to the
12th density if he wishes to, but he is actually living in the seventh density. He is what you would
call a Pleiadian of Light which is a funny name, but he is from the Pleiades, and he looks very
shiny to us. Him and his people are a very powerful species, they can travel by consciousness,
they reached the state where they do not need a body anymore, but they do to interact with us
because they are part of the Federation. They need a physical anchor to do what they have to
do, so they still have their bodies, but they easily go out of it, so that is what  Coron is. And a
knowledgeable old wise man.

Q:  Can  you  tell  us  more  about  Kryon  please?  A lot  of  people  on  Earth  follow  his
channelers work, and I'm sure they would love to hear more about your work with him.
Thor  Han: Well,  I have  had  the  privilege  to  see  him twice.  I haven't  interacted  with  him,
although I have worked in harmony with him. Kryon is one of the higher beings who look after
the balance of the magnetic and etheric grid of the planet, We have shifts, and I have had so
many shifts looking after the grid, we were assigned to certain points and notes that we had to
maintain, rebalance and at two occasions Kryon showed himself to us, because we needed to
interact  with  the lines  in  correlation  with  what  he  was  doing.  He  appeared  like  a  cloud  of
shimmering energy. When he connects with certain Terrans I know, he can appear himself as a
humanoid, but this is not his shape, his shape is a cloud of light with iridescent moving colors.
This is the shape and aspect of his consciousness,  what radiates from him. He's an amazing
being of love because you know, the more powerful and the higher are these beings, the more
love they radiate.  Love is the interaction and the power  they radiate,  many Terrans should
connect with him, he knows everything about everything on this planet below.  I was touched,
and I have seen magnificent beings in my life, but I have to say, seeing and meeting Kryon was
two moments in my life  I will never forget. He is  magnificent, it touched my heart. Myrah was
with me, and she stopped talking for a while, imagine Myrah couldn't talk? :) It happened, it took
Kryon to make it happen, but it happened, Val Nek is with me, and he's laughing, he knows her
so well.

Q: Are Angels at his level?
Thor Han: I feel uncomfortable to use the word  Angel because it's a cup name, or you say
bucket name that contains anything that you cannot understand that looks humanoid shiny.  I
never met any being with wings as a higher spirit. There are species with wings, but they are
species  like  us,  they  are  not  higher  beings  of  a  superior  density  of  frequency.  There  are
although higher spirits in this universe, higher  spirits who  look after the balance of the space
continuum, they look like a  Kryon, you have asked me about  Metatron last time, he is one of
them, his consciousness, he is one of the Guardians of your galaxy, he is very powerful, he is
very knowledgeable consciousness, he knows everything about every world. He is not a person,
his consciousness is very high, and he keeps the access door to the center of your galaxy which
is a portal towards Source, Source ignites everything.



Q: What does the soul experience at the time of death?
Thor Han: They is an intermediary place where first you go because when you leave your plane
of existence, the dimension and the density of your avatar, you need to re-attune to the density
of your light being, of your soul as you call it. When this happens, when the avatar ceases to
function, the light being is leaving this avatar. Then, this depends on where your soul matrix is, if
your soul matrix is on the same planet as the avatar you will directly go into the highest sphere
of this planet, it is a sphere intricate into this one for instance, talking about Terra. This is an
intermediate place, from there you will choose to come back in another avatar or to leave the
sphere, go somewhere else, either another soul matrix, I mean world, or if you're finished you
can go back to  Source and melt in the consciousness of the multiverse. This is a choice you
make. If you belong to the soul matrix of the planet you have incarnated, you stay there, or you
decide to go further, but you need to pass by this intermediate state, this intermediate place. If
you do not belong to the soul matrix of this planet you do not go to this intermediate place, you
leave directly to connect with the soul matrix of your original world. You will be attracted like a
magnet to the soul matrix of your original world. You will travel not the distance, you will travel
inter-dimensionally and the accurate word is resonance travel, when you have an anchor point
somewhere  else  you  just  transport  there.  When  you  do  not  have  a  body,  body  needs
interdimensional travel, they need a  device, any technology they need travel distance, that's
what avatars do but resonance travel is the travel by consciousness. Resonance is two anchor
points wherever they are in the universe, vibrating at the same frequency, connecting, it's an
echo, we call it resonance, it is the same when you leave the avatar you go back to your soul
matrix, if you wish to. If you have decided already that you will come back, you may stay, but
normally this is very rare. You have first to go back to your soul matrix. If you want to go back to
Terra, you decide from there.

There is a special rule, you know there is this program many of you are part of, the Envoys, all
right, you call them starseed. Not all but most of you have left their body in stasis and your light
being travelled to avatars on Terra for instance, this is a good example. In this case this is an
interrupted existence, a paused existence. You went for a mission, you will go back to this body
in stasis which is another avatar, but this avatar belongs to the same frequency as your soul
matrix because it is where you belong, so you will feel more natural and more comfortable to be
there. You will travel by resonance into the receptacle of your body, the receptacle is something
very special, it's a device, it looks for you, like a blue crystal, and when the soul comes back into
it, it radiates. It is inserted into the avatar that awaits, this is a transfer device, it assures that the
transfer  is  happening  well.  For  instance this  is  what  will  happen to  you,  you  will  travel  by
resonance to the planet where you belong, once you discorporate, there is no distance to bring
us wherever we want, that is what Coron does for instance because we were talking about him,
when he is not in his body, he can be anywhere in a blink of an eye.

Q: Can someone be here as one person and as some other human somewhere else at
the same time?
Thor Han: No, this is not logical, you have one only soul which is not fragmentary, it works for
everything in the universe, if  consciousness incarnates in an avatar whatever avatar it  is,  a
planet, a being anything, it is whole one, cannot be separated.



Q: In New-Age circles, they talk about how we have fractals of ourselves in other places
and different multiple realities going on at the same time.
Thor Han: A fractal is a small part of a bigger thing and we are all fractals of source. There is a
misunderstanding about the word "fractal", fractal is not fragmented pieces, it  is a shape or
pattern generated from a wider one, for instance see the waves on your oceans, you take one
and the pattern will repeat inside it indefinitely, a fractal is an infinite reproduction of a pattern, it
is not fragmented, it is generated by a bigger pattern which will generate its total similar alike but
smaller and smaller and smaller, it is difficult for me to explain to you fractals, but fractals are
not something that is scattered, it is something that is generated as a repetitive pattern.

Q: You mentioned that some of us are portals and those people are a target for the dark
forces, so is there any way they can protect themselves from being targeted?
Thor Han: This is difficult to answer. Once you activated your portal ability, you are visible. The
only way is to make yourself invisible by elevating your frequency, but the portal will  remain
open. A portal it is the ability to travel inter-dimensionally, in parallel universes. Individuals who
are living portals are of course a target from the lower density beings because if they capture
the person, they can use the person to travel themselves wherever they want. If they enslave
the mind of the person and make them obedient, there are no specific way to protect yourself, to
be invisible is obtained by raising your vibration. We always go back to the same topic.

Q: some people say they can multiply themselves a trillion times all over the universe
without an energetic connection back to their body, can you comment please?
Thor Han: No, this is imaginary,  you can expand your consciousness infinitely very far out in
the universe but as far as your consciousness will be expanded you will still be one, you can
expand your energy field, expand your being, but you will always be one being as expanded as
you are. You cannot scatter yourself.

Q: What about cloaking yourself where you cover yourself in mirrors?
Thor Han: Cloaking is a change in frequency, a slight dissonance in frequency in your energy
field will make you invisible, this is the technology we mainly use to cloak ships, modifying the
frequency of a tiny, slightly unit. It requires technology but for individuals it is much more work
because you are your own technology, you are your own device, so this requires more effort, it
is doable, we can also apply the ship technology onto our bodies, but you may misuse it.

Q: Did you by any chance write down any five words you wanted to tell us for today?
Thor Han:
1.Oraa - Unity.
2.  Naznen – Hope. There are different kinds of hope. Hope for something to come your way,
hope for something to come for others, from you to others, you hope for something to happen,
Naznen is the hope for something to happen, and I was using this word to talk about your race.
3. Orrman - Victory, is a victory in war acquired bravely.
4. Juninia -Peace in the heart after the storm has passed, the silence mirror of a perfect lake.
5. Shushka - Water.


